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Price as configured: $145.00

Be the first to review this product (#review-form)

Sphereology - Gate 1 - M10x1.25mm Shifter Arm
Machined out of solid 303 stainless steel with a cool to the touch Delrin® cover, the Sphereology combines a unique weighted shift knob experience with a ball shaped cover for ideal shifting comfort. Part of our
hybrid series, the delrin cover simply unscrews and can be interchanged with other covers. 

The Spereology comes with an adapter that will seamlessly mount it on your car's shifter arm with OEM fit and finish. 

The blue, red and white Sphere Covers are discontinued. 
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COLOR*

084113B Sphere Cover - Black Delrin   +$35.00 (32 In Stock)  

CORE*

1 x Ology Core    (Out Of Stock)   +$70.00

ENGRAVING*

1 x Gate 1 Engraving   +$25.00

ADAPTER*

1 x M10x1.25mm Adapter    (250 In Stock)   +$15.00

* Required Fields

1 ADD TO CART
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SPHEREOLOGY 

Part of our Hybrid Series collection, the Sphereology is weighted for performance shifting with a cool to the touch delrin cover. 

FEATURES 

COLLECTION |  Hybrid Series

PROFILE |  Mid Profile Sphere

MATERIAL |  303 Stainless Steel (Core) + Delrin (Cover) + 6061 Aluminum (Adapter)
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SPECS 

WEIGHT |  1.04 lbs. - 470 grams

HEIGHT |  2 5/8" - 66.5 mm

DIAMETER |  2 1/8" - 54 mm

COUNTERBORED |  For Reverse Lockouts and Shift Boot Retainer

WHAT IS A HYBRID SHIFT KNOB? 

By definition a hybrid is "an object made by combining two different elements". The Raceseng Hybrid shift knobs are a combination of a weighted stainless steel core with interchangeable screw-on covers with
different designs to suit your shifting needs. The Ology Core accepts the Top and Slamm Cover.

 (/top-cover)

 (/slamm-cover)

https://www.raceseng.com/top-cover
https://www.raceseng.com/slamm-cover
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HOW DO YOU CHANGE THE COVERS? 

The Hybrid Covers thread on and off the Ology Core but require our Hybrid Tool to make the process easier. Simply slide the Hybrid Tool into the slots in the bottom of the core. Hold the key with one hand and twist
the cover off with the other. 

 (/hybrid-tool)

HOW DOES IT WORK? 

With the weight in all the right places, Sphereology redefines your shifting experience through the look and feel of how you shift into gear. You will experience smoother and faster shifts! 

How? Weight in motion directly relates to how an object will react to an opposing force. In this case, the opposing force is the gate pattern and counter springs that are connected to your shift arm that tell you the shift
pattern of your car. The difference felt when shifting into the next gear requires far less effort due to the additional momentum created by the increased mass.

https://www.raceseng.com/hybrid-tool
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SHIFTING POSITION 

The cover of the Sphereology was designed with the utmost of ergonomics in mind. The ball shape is ideal for an overhand or slightly side arm shifting position. The ergonomic driven design of the cover is suited for a
variety of hand sizes. Big or small, it will fit them all.

HOW DOES IT FIT MY CAR? 

We take fitment seriously. The Sphereology comes with a precision cnc machined adapter that will mount the shift knob onto your car's shifter arm. The adapter requires simple steps to install and allows you to adjust
the shift gate engraving orientation with ease through the flat head screw in the top of the adapter.
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NO SAGGY SHIFT BOOT 

The optional shift boot retainer keeps your shift boot securely retained to the bottom of your shift knob. Simply attach your shift boot to the retainer with the supplied zip tie and slide the boot retainer into the bottom
of the shift knob. 

The shift boot retainer is not required if you have a car with a reverse lockout. 

 (/shift-boot-retainer)

DESIGN DRIVEN 

We believe in the power of the design process to create incredible products. Every shift knob start it's life as an idea that is translated into countless ideation sketches where form and details evolve. We take those
sketches and further develop them in solid modeling software to define the form and ergonomics of the shift knob. The goal of this process is to perfect the balance between form and function to create an

unparallelled product and brand experience.

https://www.raceseng.com/shift-boot-retainer
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CRAFTED BY US 

For the integrity and craftsmanship of our products, we do our manufacturing in house. We are proud to get our hands dirty crafting the very products we create.
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WANT SOMETHING UNIQUE? 

Check out our Custom Shop! You can create a unique shift knob from our collection of custom finishes and engraving options.

 (/products/shift-knobs/custom-shop)
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Raceseng Inc.
8007 Quarry Rd.
Alburtis, PA 18011
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